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169424 - Her mother deceived the state and got accommodation and

benefits; does the burden of sin apply to her too?

the question

I come from a large family and when I was growing up my parents began to commit benefit fraud

as my mother would claim that she is a single parent in order to receive state benefits even

though she lives and is married to my father. As a result of this my family receive free

accommodation, extra spending money and many other benefits from the Government. My father

also works and contributes to the family expenditure. This benefit fraud is still going on. I only

found out what my parents were doing when I hit my late teens. I desperately begged them to

stop but they believe that one day they will stop this fraud and Allah (swt) will forgive them

without having to pay back the money. I am aware that I also consume some of this haraam

money but I have no choice as my parents will not stop this fraud. They still continue doing this so

half our family income is halal (my father’s wages) and the other half is haraam (money stolen

from the Government). I spoke with a pious relative about this matter and he said that as I also

consumed this haraam income I am required to pay back all the haraam money that I used from

the age of puberty onwards in order to seek Allah’s forgiveness by returning that which belongs to

someone else. Is this true? If so, how do I estimate how much money I need to give back to the

Government given that I was also brought up with some halal money? Do I assume that my

father’s income paid for rent so I should pay back all the extra money the Government gave my

mum for each child? Do I need to return all this money to the Government before my Hajj can be

accepted? This money will take me a very long time to pay back. If I get married to a rich man, can

he pay it back or am I the only person who can pay back the debt as it is my debt? My parents are

very private about their money but openly admit to unlawfully taking someone else’s money. They

still commit this bad act today. I began working full time a few months ago and I pay my parents

to live at their home. Will Allah(swt) accept this from me (i.e. my wages pay for all my living

expenses so that I do not consume any of the money from the fraud that my parents do)?

My parents refuse to stop this benefit fraud and I do not know what to do.
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Detailed answer

Praise be to Allah.

Firstly: 

It is not permissible to commit fraud in order to take money and assistance from the state in the

manner that your mother did, because of what that involves of lying and consuming wealth

unlawfully. The burden of sin applies to the one who does that and the one who calls him to do

that, but there is no sin on you because you were small at that time, then because you objected to

what your mother did. You have to be careful and avoid taking anything of this money. If your

father has halaal wealth that is mixed with this money, it is permissible for you to eat from his food

in the case of need. 

We praise Allah for having enabled you to find work by means of which you can spend on your own

maintenance and you do not need your father’s maintenance. 

Secondly: 

You do not have to pay back the government’s money, but you do have to advise your parents to

stop taking it. 

Whatever they took before they knew that it is haraam, they do not have to do anything about,

but whatever they took after they learned that it is haraam, if they cannot give it back to the state,

they have to get rid of it by giving to the poor and needy. 

We ask Allah to increase you in knowledge and guidance. 

And Allah knows best.


